Abstract—This paper presents a series compensated three phase self-excited induction generator feeding domestic load. This paper focus on the dynamic behaviour of Uncompensated SEIG and series compensated SEIG feeding dynamic load such as three phase induction motor. Various dynamic characteristic of SEIG feeding three phase induction motor is obtained by matlab/simulation and laboratory experimentation. The uncompensated and series compensated results is then compared to improve the voltage regulation of SEIG.

Index Terms—Dynamic load, self excited induction generator(SEIG),series-compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern world of globalization due to rapid increase in energy demand, most of the developing countries like India, china, Russia, Malaysia are shifting towards renewable energy resources from conventional energy resources[1]. Most of the fossil fuel causes large amount of air pollution causing dangerous to the life of human beings and aquatic animals. These fossil fuel are very limited in nature and require millions of years for the formation. Therefore, the developing countries which contain abundant of renewable energy resources moves from conventional energy resources to renewable energy resources[2][3].

One of the most popular renewable energy resource is hydro power plant energy. The hydro micro turbine can be coupled with Self excited induction generator to power the remote areas such as villages and hilly areas. In remote areas it is not feasible of extension of power grid so, for these types of places a mini hydro turbine can be coupled with the self excited induction generator to power the rural and hilly areas. The main advantages of using self excited induction generator with renewable energy resources are low cost, rugged construction, durable, less maintenance requirement and able to generate power at varying shaft speed [4],[5].The standalone self excited induction generator (SEIG) is capable of providing power to many agricultural loads and domestic loads. Self excitation in induction generator with fixed shunt capacitor bank at the stator terminal demonstrate the basic principle of SEIG [6],[7]. These fixed capacitor bank fails to provide good power quality when runs with the dynamic loads as these loads are not constant throughout the years.

Most of the agricultural and domestic loads are dynamic in nature like water pump, washing machine, flour mills etc. Due to these dynamic loads the power quality of the self excited induction generator is very poor. Hence various types of FACTS devices must be use in order to improve the power quality of standalone self excited induction generator (SEIG).

There are many different types of FACTS devices such as STATCOM,[8] static var compensator (SVC), Electronic load controller (ELC) and switched capacitor scheme[9]. These methods provide better power quality but are limited due to frequent maintenance requirement and high cost. Hence one of the cheapest and reliable method to provide better power quality is placing of series capacitor with the addition of fixed shunt capacitor bank in between the terminal of self excited induction and dynamic load. In this paper, the behaviour of series compensated self excited induction generator with three phase induction motor as a dynamic load is studied.[10] The experiment is performed in the laboratory with and without series compensation to observed the behaviour of SEIG and to obtain improved power quality of SEIG with series compensation. It is necessary to choose a specific value of series capacitor to improve power quality of SEIG otherwise improper value of series capacitor leads to harmonics and limits the speed of the dynamic loads[6].

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As shown in Fig.1 the self excited induction machine is feeding domestic load such as three phase induction motor. The SEIG consist of fixed shunt capacitor bank connected across the stator terminal of SEIG, prime mover driving SEIG, a dynamic load i.e. induction motor driven by SEIG and a series capacitor bank which is connected in between the terminals of SEIG and three phase SEIG.

Prime mover used in this experiment is a single phase 1450rpm, 8 amp, 1.5 kw,440v dc shunt motor coupled with a three phase 1415rpm, 1.5kw 3 amp, 440v self excited induction generator and electrically connected 3 phase 415v 1kw, 2amp induction motor.
Fig. 1. Schematic picture of SEIG system with series compensation and IM load.

Designed self excited induction generator is driven by prime mover and shunt capacitor bank with some specific value is switched across the stator terminal in order to provide excitation and voltage built up at no load. To built up a voltage in SEIG there must be a suitable value of residual magnetism in the rotor. After the development of sufficient amount of residual magnetism in the rotor, SEIG gets excited and starts generating an electrical power.

Now, if induction motor is switched on directly with SEIG without any series compensation then a distorted and poor voltage waveform is produced and suddenly voltage of the motor collapses resulting shut down of induction motor. For successful starting, an induction motor must be connected with series compensation referred by fig. 1.

III. STATE SPACE MODELLING OF A SYSTEM

State space modelling of SEIG requires the following:
1. Induction motor set 2. Series capacitor bank 3. Shunt capacitor bank A direct quadrature axis induction motor linkage model in the reference frame can be used for simulation in MATLAB for SEIG.

i) Modelling of SEIG

The state space model is simulated to solve the direct quadrature axis flux in the form of matrices and their respective d- and q-axis currents and three-phase stator currents. The saturation in the SEIG is unified via relationship between magnetizing inductance \( L_m \) versus magnetizing current \( I_m \), obtained from the synchronous speed test of SEIG.

The \( d \)-q-axis flux state space model equations of an induction motor are described as [11][12]

\[
T_e = \frac{3}{4} P \left( \varphi_{ds} i_{qs} - \varphi_{qs} i_{ds} \right) \tag{5}
\]

The direct quadrature axis flux linkage can be expressed in terms of their respective currents as

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_d &= L_{ds} i_d + L_{dq} i_q \\
\psi_q &= L_{qs} i_q + L_{qq} i_d \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{L}_{ds} &= L_{ds} + L_{dl} = L_{ds} i_d + L_{ds} i_q \\
\dot{L}_{ds} &= L_{ds} i_d + L_{ds} i_q \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( s, r, l, \) and \( m \) denote stator, rotor, leakage and magnetizing quantities, respectively in \( d \)- and \( q \)-axis.

ii) Series Capacitor Modelling

Current flowing in motor \([I_{M}]\) and series capacitors \([i_{se}]\) are same. Capacitive current \([i_{se}]\) with the series capacitance \([C_{se}]\) describe the voltage in series capacitor \([v_{se}]\) that is given by

\[
C_{se} p [v_{se}] = [i_{se}] = [i_{se}] \tag{10}
\]

Where

\[
[I_{M}] = [I_{dsM} I_{qsM}] \tau
\]

and

\[
[v_{be}] = [v_{ds} v_{qs}] \tau. \tag{11}
\]

The terminal voltage of motor is expressed as

\[
[v_{M}] = [v_{dsM} v_{qsM}] T\quad [v_{M}] = [v_{g} - v_{se}] T \tag{12}
\]

iii) Induction Motor Modelling

The induction motor is modelled by as a domestic load in the state space current form and in direct quadrature axis is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
p\phi_{ds} &= v_d - R_l i_d \tag{1} \\
p\phi_{qs} &= v_q - R_l i_q \tag{2} \\
p\phi_{ds} &= v_d - R_l i_d - \omega \psi_{qs} \tag{3} \\
p\phi_{qs} &= v_q - R_l i_q + \omega \psi_{ds} \tag{4}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p = \text{d}/\text{dt} \).

The torque equation of induction generator is given by

\[
[v_{ds}] = [R_d][i_d] + [L_{dq}][i_q] + \omega [L_{qds}][L_d] \tag{13}
\]

Equation (13) is also expressed in terms of current derivative form as

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{[i_d]} &= [L_d][i_d] + [L_d][i_q] + \omega [L_{qds}][L_d] \tag{14}
\end{align*}
\]

The torque equation is given as

\[
T_L = T_{L0} + J_M(2/P_M)p\omega_M \tag{14}
\]

The speed derivative of motor can be expressed as

\[
p[\omega_M] = \frac{P_M}{2J_M} (T_L - T_{M0}) \tag{15}
\]

where \( T_L = \) load torque, \( J_M = \) moment of inertia, and \( P_M = \) No. of poles in the induction motor.
IV. EFFECT OF SERIES CAPACITANCE

The entire experiment has been performed in laboratory which consist of fixed shunt compensator for self excitation of induction generator and an induction motor which is electrically connected through SEIG. The shunt capacitor of suitable rating is installed at the stator terminal of SEIG to provide self excitation. Similarly series compensated capacitor is connected in between the terminal of SEIG and induction motor to provide better voltage regulation.

When SEIG is switched on without series compensation, the induction motor acting as dynamic load is started for very a short period of time and after certain period, the voltage get collapse and motor is shut down.[13]. When SEIG and induction motor set is switched on with series compensation, the induction motor is successfully started with improved voltage profile. The series compensation is simple and easy in construction which improves voltage regulation. It is require to select a proper value of series capacitor to avoid resonance phenomenon.[14]

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The dynamic performance obtained by MATLAB simulation and experimentation feeding the dynamic load such as three phase induction motor is given by Fig.2(a) and (b). For self excitation of SEIG a suitable value of shunt capacitor is connected at the terminal of stator.

Fig. 2. (a) Simulated result of no load current and voltage of SEIG set.(b)Experimental result of no load current and voltage of SEIG set

When induction motor is started with SEIG in the absence of series compensation, the dynamic characteristics is formed. Fig. 3(a) shows the MATLAB simulation result of dynamic starting of induction motor without series compensation and Fig.3(b) represent experimentation result of dynamic starting of induction motor without series compensation. During starting of induction motor without series compensation, there occurs transient for a very few interval of time and due to this transient behaviour an induction motor shut down after a finite period of time. Therefore it is necessary to install series compensation for successful starting on induction motor.

Fig. 3. (a) Simulation result of starting of SEIG-IM set without series compensation. (b) Experimental result of SEIG-IM set without series compensation.

Simulation result of starting three phase induction motor with series compensation is shown by fig. 4(a) and experimental result for the starting of three phase induction motor with series compensation is shown by fig. 4(b).

It is necessary to select a suitable value of series capacitor to avoid resonance in the motor. The resonance reduces the speed of the rotor due to which current and voltage also decreases.
VI. CONCLUSION

During the study, the dynamic behavior of uncompensated three phase induction motor is compared with compensated three phase induction motor and the following result has been carried out by simulation and laboratory experiment-

1) Self excited induction generator is excited by placing suitable value of shunt capacitor at the stator terminal and the no load current and voltage waveform is shown by fig. 2(a) and (b).

2) When three phase induction motor and SEIG system is switched on without application of series compensation, the dynamic behavior waveform is formed which is shown by fig.3 (a) and (b).

3) When three phase induction motor and SEIG system is switched on with series compensation, an improved voltage regulation is formed which is shown by fig.4(a) and (b).

Therefore, from the comparison of uncompensated SEIG and series compensated SEIG results it is concluded that the voltage regulation of series compensated self excited induction generator feeding dynamic load has been improved.
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